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Abstract

Authentication of face is a considerable challenge in pattern recognition since the face can undergo a
large variety of changes in illumination, facial expression and aging. This paper proposes Diverse-
Chromatic Texture Pattern (DCTP), a technique for effective feature extraction which aids face
recognition through Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). It extracts the spatio-chromatic
information of an image by generating three sequences of patterns from inter-channel information of an
image. This produces three different successions of diversified chromatic feature vectors which extract
the unique information from each interactive plane (RGB, GBR and BRG) of an image. The information
is extracted by forming different sequences of patterns according to the position of mid-pixel. The
analysis made in CASIA database (DB1) shows significant improvement over the previous works like
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) (91.75%/75.18%), Local Tetra Pattern (LTrP) (91.64%/76%) and Local
Oppugnant Color Texture Pattern (LOCTP) (99.21%/89.38%) as 99.67%/93.47% in terms of Average
Precision/ Average Recall. The analysis on Indian Face Database (DB2) shows the result of DCTP is
improved from LBP (78.64%/57.35%), LTrP (79.84%/56.8%) and LOCTP (82.64%/58%) to 84.06%/
58.7%.
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Introduction
Biometric authentication can be done effectively using
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) techniques. The
feature extraction plays a vital role in CBIR, whose
effectiveness depends on the adopted methods for the
extraction of features from the test and trained images. This
extraction relies on the features such as color [1-12], shape
[12-24] and texture [25-50]. The works based on color features
are many, including the Conventional Color Histogram (CCH)
[1] like HSV color histogram [2,3], the Fuzzy Color Histogram
(FCH) [4], the Color Correlogram (CC) [5-7], colorshapebased
features [9] and color-texture-based features [26-28]. Some
more comprehensive and extensive literature survey on color-
based CBIR is presented in [6,8-12]. The texture is represented
by properly defined primitives (microtexture) and spatial
arrangements (macrotextue) of the microtexture. Texture
measures extract the visual patterns of the images and their
spatial definition. Many organisations and individuals are
motivated and have developed many retrieval systems like

SIMPLIcity [51], QBIC [52], Netra [53], PicToSeek [54],
PhotoBook [55], etc. This paper proposes DCTP, a local
chromatic-texture descriptor which is formulated based on
LBP. The local image descriptor, LBP is used widely because
of its tolerance against monotonic illumination changes and
more computational simplicity. The layout of this paper is as
follows. Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 gives
the proposed work. Section 4 elaborates on the experimental
analysis and finally, the paper concludes in Section 5.

Related Works
Texture is a salient feature for CBIR which cannot be defined
easily. Texture feature analysis methods have been divided into
two groups: (i) statistical or stochastic approach and (ii)
structural approach. In statistical approach [26,30], the textures
are treated as statistical measures of the intensities and
positions of pixels. Human texture discriminations in terms of
texture statistical properties are investigated in [56]. The works
related to statistical texture measures are difference histograms
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and co-occurrence statistics [57-59]. In the structural approach
[48,60-62], the concept of texture primitives are used which
are often called texels or textons. Different kinds of texture
features like mean and variance of the wavelet coefficients
[63], Gabor wavelet correlogram [64], rotated wavelet filters
[65], dual tree complex wavelet filters (DT-CWFs) [66], dual
tree rotated complex wavelet filters (DT-RCWFs), rotational
invariant complex wavelet filters [33], discriminative scale
invariant feature transform (D-SIFT) [48] and multi-scale
ridgelet transform [43] are proposed for texture image retrieval
by many researchers. Mathematical morphology [67,68] is a
powerful tool for structural texture analysis. Also, researchers
used Gabor Wavelet [69], Wavelet packet [70-80] and
Gaussian mixtures [45] for texture feature extraction.

A structural approach, local image descriptor performs well for
texture-based image retrieval. LBP [48,81-83] is the first
introduced complementary measure for local image descriptor.
Although the LBP is invariant to monotonic changes of the
gray scale pixels, the local contrast supplements an
independent measure for it. Many other variations on LBP
[42-49] are also proposed by researchers. The LBP is extended
to the three-valued code called the Local Ternary Pattern [71]
and also to the non-directional first-order local pattern operator
of higher order ((n-1)th-order) called Local Derivative Pattern
[49]. Another extension of LBP, Local Tetra Pattern [50],
depicts the spatial structure of the local region in an image by
using the direction of the center gray pixel. An enhancement of
LTrP, Local Oppugnant Color Texture Pattern (LOCTP) [80],
distinguishes the information extracted from the inter-
chromatic texture patterns of different spectral channels within
a region.

The Proposed Work
Many texture-based descriptors are proven to be effective for
feature extraction. Many researches [65,66,72,73] show that
combining other features along with it may give better result.
Also, researches are done in perceiving the images with human
color vision [74], and they suggest to work on separated color
spaces [75,76], by which human perception can be
incorporated into the image retrieval. These research
dimensions motivated us to work on local descriptors and
inter-channel information of color spaces. In DCTP, three
pattern sequences are formed based on the pixel position. It
uses buffer value and two color plane pixel information. The
intensity information is gathered between the mid and
neighbouring pixels.

The contributions of this work include

1. The local information is extracted in terms of spatio-
chromatic texture feature. This is done by extracting the
features in inter-channel planes (RB, GR and BG).

2. Three different sequences of patterns are extracted instead
of a single pattern, which extracts more reliable feature.
Three different features are extracted from RGB plane,
GBR plane and BRG plane. Thus, it encapsulates all the
possible interactive features of an image.

3. The introduction of buffer value, β helps to maximize the
effect of feature vector.

4. The analysis is done in two benchmark datasets, CASIA
Face Image Database Version 5.0 [77] and Indian Face
database [78].

The DCTP code gives the inter-relation between the pairs of
color spaces. The RGB image is converted into three
components (R, G and B components). Values from any two
component images are used for further calculations. In c1-c2-c3
interactive plane, c1 and c3 color spaces are used (For example,
Red and Blue information are used for RGB plane, Green and
Red information are used for GBR plane and Blue and Green
information are used for BRG plane). Thus, the information of
an image in all possible interactions can be retrieved in three
different feature vectors. The feature vector for c1-c2-c3
interactive plane is calculated by using Equation (1). This
extracts the informationn of an image in R-G-B, G-B-R and B-
R-G interactive planes. Each feature vector carries the pixel
information of an image by forming three different sequences
of patterns based on the pixel position. The DCTP code of an
image which is in c1-c2-c3 plane in the ith row and the jth
column can be calculated by��1�2�3 �� =   � �� �, � � = 1…�,  � = 1…� (1)
The DCTP code (��1�2�3) provides the inter-relation between

the neighboring pixels which are taken from various color
models. The f(αk(i,j)) gives the pattern of the pixel information
in the (i,j)th position of the image. Row value i varies from 1 to
m, and column value j varies from 1 to n. k gives the row
information of the image which is taken for pattern sequence
formation. If k is 1, the mid-pixel is taken from first series of
rows (i=1,4,7,…) If k is 2, the mid-pixel is taken from second
series of rows (i=2,5,8,…) and If k is 3, the mid-pixel is taken
from third series of rows (i=3,6,9,…). Equations (2) to (8) are
used for calculating the f(αk(i,j)).� �� �, � = � �, � ,   � = 1           � = 1, 4, 7, …� �, � ,   � = 2           � = 2, 5, 8, …� �, � ,   � = 3         � = 3, 6, 9, … (2)

Figure 1. Three sequence of patterns for an image (a-c) in C1C2C3
plane and examples (d-f) for pattern sequences in RGB plane.
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The value of f(αk(i,j)) varies for different row pixels. Based on
the row, different sequences of patterns are created. Since the
pixel information of each pattern sequence is different,
different variables are used for each row-wise calculation such
as u(i,j), v(i,j) and w(i,j). u(i,j) is calculated for rows 1,4,7,...,
v(i,j) is calculated for rows 2,5,8,... and w(i,j) is calculated for
rows 3,6,9,... using Equations (3-5) respectively.

� �, � =∑� = 07 2�,       ��     � � − �1 �, � > 0  0,                     ��ℎ������ (3)
� �, � =∑� = 07 2�,       ��     � � − �2 �, � > 0  0,                     ��ℎ������ (4)
� �, � =∑� = 07 2�,       ��     � � − �3 �, � > 0  0,                     ��ℎ������ (5)
The values a(l), b(l)and c(l) provide the local neighbourhood
pixel values for calculating the DCTP code of each center pixel
in RGB plane by using Equations (6-8). The same values for
other planes can be found out by replacing the corresponding
color values. The ak(i, j) gives the corresponding mid-pixel
values in the pattern.

Figure 2. Example for calculating sequences of patterns from an
image.

The pattern P1 carries mid-pixel value as α1(i,j) and
neighbourhood pixel values as a(l), the pattern P2 carries mid-
pixel value as α2(i,j) and neighbourhood pixel values as b(l)
and the pattern P3 carries mid-pixel value as α3(i,j) and
neighbourhood pixel values as c(l). The values of center pixels
αk(i,j) also should be replaced with values according to the
position of it. α1(i,j) should be replaced with c1 component of
α(i,j), α2(i,j) should be replaced with buffer value (ß and α3(i,j)
should be replaced with c3 component of α(i,j). Thus, each
element provides the inter-relation of the Red, Green and Blue
information in each pixel. In a pattern sequence, a center pixel
is taken in one plane and the neighbouring pixels are taken
from the same or different planes. For maximizing the effect of
feature extraction, a ß value is inserted in the specified position
of the sequence of pattern, which carries the value nearing
zero. In this work, zero is used for ß.

� � �1�2�3 = [�3� − 1, � − 1,   �3� − 1, �, �3� − 1, �+ 1,�1�, �+ 1,   �,�,�, �1�, � − 1] (6)� � �1�2�3 = [�,�,�, �3�, �+ 1,  �1�+ 1, j + 1, �1i+1, j, , �1i+1, � − 1, �3i, � − 1] (7)� � �1�2�3 = [�1� − 1, j− 1,  �1i−1, �, �1i−1, �+ 1,�,  �3i+1, �+ 1, �3i+1, j,  �3i+1, � − 1,�] (8)
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of pattern sequences for a
specified row with examples which are retrieved using
Equations (6-8). Figure 1a shows the pattern arrangement of
rows 1,4,7,..., Figure 1b shows the pattern arrangement of rows
2,5,8,... and Figure 1c shows the pattern arrangement of rows
3,6,9,..., Figures 1d-1f show the respective examples in RGB
plane. Figure 2 shows the example for arranging the pattern
sequences in an image. The lower part of Figure 2 shows the
sequences of patterns from which the unique vector is
calculated for replacing the original pixel value in that position.
The values of u(i,j), v(i,j) and w(i,j) which we get from
Equations (6-8) are replaced in Equations (3-5). Since the
subtraction operation is used between center pixels and
neighbourhood pixels, the distinctiveness will be maximized
when lower value of ß is used. l varies from 0 to 7. The DCTP
code (��1�2�3) is generated by finding the f(αk(i,j)) of the

corresponding planes by replacing αk(i,j) with u(i,j), v(i,j) and
w(i,j) in the specified column position. Thus, DCTP code
calculation provides three different codes, one from RGB
plane, one from GBR plane and another one from BRG plane.
This provides inter-relation of different chromatic values such
as RB, GR and BG. This makes the path for effective feature
extraction since it yields the relation of one color space with
respect to the other one and also the relationship between
neighbourhood pixels in one plane and center pixel in another
plane.

Experimental Analysis
The experimental analysis is done to evaluate the existing
approaches with the proposed scheme. The experiments are
done on two different databases which vary in nature, CASIA
Face Image Database Version 5 (DB1) [77] and Indian Face
Database (DB2) [78]. The major findings of this study are that
texture features can be represented well by the distribution of a
pixel in relation with the neighbouring pixel in the other
planes. Since the proposed work is a local descriptor and
extracts texture information in inter-channel planes, it is
analysed with state-of-the-art texture-based local descriptors
such as LBP and LTrP. Also it is analysed with a pure color-
based feature extraction method (HSV), a pure texture-based
descriptor (HOG) and an inter-channel texture descriptor,
LOCTP.
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Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, database DB1 is used, which consists of 500
different images from CASIA Face Image Database Version 5
[77]. The intra-class variations include illumination, pose,
expression, eye-glasses, imaging distance, etc. The size of each
image is 640 × 480. Figure 3 shows some example images
from DB1 database.

Figure 3. Example images from CASIA Face Image Database Version
5.0.

For this experiment, each image in the database is used as the
query image. For each query image (Iq), the system collects n
database images X=(x1,x2,…xn) with the shortest image
matching the distance computed using Equation (9). If the
retrieved image xi belongs to the same category as that of the
query image then it is said that the system has appropriately
identified the expected image, else the system has failed.
Feature vector for query image Q represented as,fQ = fQ1,  fQ2, …,  fQm  is typically obtained after the feature

extraction. Similarly, each image in the database is represented

with feature vector fDBi = fDBi1,  fDBi2, …,  fDBim . The goal is

to select the n best images that resemble the query image. This
involves the selection of n top matched images by measuring
the distance between query image and images in the database |

DB|.D Q,DB = ∑i = 1
m fDBji− fQi 1 2 (9)

where fDBji is the ith feature of the jth image in the database |

DB|. Image with less distance is considered as more relevant to
query. The analysis of the proposed scheme is done in terms of

average precision, average recall and average retrieval recall or
average retrieval rate (ARR). For the query image Iq, the
precision is defined as follows.� ��,� = 1�∑� = 1

�� � � ��, �� /���� ��, �� ≤ � (10)
where ‘n’ indicates the number of retrieved images, Φ(x) is the
category of x, Rank(Ii,Iq) returns the rank of image Ii (for the
query image Iq) among all images of |DB| and�(� ��),�(��) = 1     �(��) = �(��)  0                                   ����.

In the same manner, the weighted precision and recall are
defined as��� ��,� = 1�∑� = 1�� 1�∑ � � ��, �� /���� ��, �� ≤ k(11)
R Iq, n = 1NG∑i = 1DB δ Φ Ii, Iq /Rank Ii, Iq ≤ n (12)
The average precision for the jth category and total average
recall of the reference image database are given by Equations
(13) and (14) respectively.

Pavgj = 1NG∑j ∈ NG P Ii, n (13)
Ravgtot = 1DB∑i = 1

DB R Ii, n (14)
Finally, the total average precision and ARR for the whole
reference image database are computed by Equations (15) and
(16) respectively.

Pavgtot = 1DB∑i = 1
DB P Ii, n (15)

ARR = 1DB∑i = 1
DB R Ii, n n ≤ 100 (16)

Table 1. Mean SD of features.

Class Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4 Feature 5 Feature 6

Class 1 643.3 ± 63.7 3652.4 ± 297.9 3.7 ± 1.4 6.9 ± 3.4 2.9 ± 1.4 47.0 ± 8.0

Class 2 1686.0 ± 107.8 4007.8 ± 80.2 14.9 ± 4.4 10.8 ± 4.1 8.3 ± 4.1 34.1 ± 10.5

Class 3 797.7 ± 70.2 2652.7 ± 234.4 6.7 ± 3.2 7.0 ± 3.9 4.2 ± 2.1 29.7 ± 6.2

Class 4 540.8 ± 54.2 1510.1 ± 123.4 4.3 ± 1.1 2.6 ± 0.7 2.1 ± 1.2 13.6 ± 2.4

Class 5 773.5 ± 65.6 2128.6 ± 198.3 7.3 ± 3.3 5.9 ± 2.9 4.4 ± 1.8 23.1 ± 5.4

Class 6 467.8 ± 45.3 1160.9 ± 132.4 3.5 ± 1.2 2.7 ± 1.1 1.8 ± 1.1 8.1 ± 1.2
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Table 1 gives the Mean ± SD of features. The table gives the
information for the first six columns of six face class images.
From the information, it is clear that the features show
significant difference between the classes. Thus, the query
retrieval becomes easier. Table 2 gives precision for top
number of images retrieved, and Table 3 shows the average
precision and average recall of DB1 database images.

Table 2. Precision (in %) for top number of images retrieved in DB1
database.

Methods
Top number of images retrieved

5 10 15 20 25

HOG 60.6 50.4 43.74 38.95 35.18

HSV 26.52 24.85 23.79 22.79 21.58

LBP 91.75 87.37 83.72 79.88 75.18

LTrP 91.64 87.55 83.86 80.03 75.52

LOCTP 99.21 97.72 95.78 93.39 89.38

DCTP 99.67 98.83 97.6 96.08 93.47

Table 3. Average Precision and Average Recall of DB1.

Methods Average Precision Average Recall

HOG 60.6 35.18

HSV 26.52 21.58

LBP 91.75 75.18

LTrP 91.64 76

LOCTP 99.21 89.38

DCTP 99.67 93.47

Figure 4. Performance analysis of DB1 (a) Precision with the top
number of images retrieved and (b) Average Retrieval Rate for top
number of images retrieved.

The performance analysis of the LBP, LTrP, LOCTP, HOG,
HSV and DCTP is given in Figures 4 and 5. From these figures
it is evident that the DCTP gives considerable improvement
over the other methods. For DB1, the average precision for
DCTP gives an improvement of 7.94 from LBP, 8.05 from
LTrP, 55.3 from HOG and 72.78 from HSV histogram, and
average recall for DCTP gives improvement of 18.29 from
LBP, 17.47 from LTrP, 72.22 from HOG and 71.89 from HSV
histogram. Thus, this work provides significant result in the
DB1 database. The ARR of the proposed work also shows
significant improvement.

Figure 5. Performance analysis of DB1 (a) Average Precision and (b)
Average Recall for DB1 Database.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, images from the Indian Face database [78]
have been used. For this experiment, 1000 images have been
collected to form database DB2. Figure 6 shows some
examples of images in DB2 database. The resolutions of this
database images are changed into 128 × 128 for computational
purpose, and one normal face of each subject is used for
training. This experiment uses 240 expression variant and 357
pose variant faces. The Indian Face database consists of
samples of poses up to 180° rotation angle. Each image is
analysed as making all others as the training image.

Table 4 gives precision for top number of images retrieved in
DB1 database. Table 5 shows the average precision and
average recall of database DB2. Figures 7 and 8 show the
experimental results of the DCTP and the other existing
methods in terms of average precision and average recall
versus the number of top matches.

Figure 6. Example images from Indian face database.

For DB2, the average precision for DCTP gives an
improvement of 5.42 from LBP, 4.22 from LTrP, 1.42 from
LOCTP, 19.6 from HOG and 14.13 from HSV, and average
recall for DCTP gives improvement of 1.35 from LBP, 1.9
from LTrP, 22.9 from HOG and 16.69 from HSV histogram.
Thus, this work provides significant result for the DB2
database.

The feature vector length and computation times for feature
extraction and query retrieval of DB1 and DB2 databases are
given in Table 6. From this it can be observed that feature
vector length of the proposed work is found to be less than
almost all the other methods except HSV and LBP. The
computation times of DCTP are also almost equal or less than
that of the other methods. The performance shows significant
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improvement from all the other methods. The evaluation of the
system’s performance can also be done with the single
combined metric derived from the precision and recall. F-score
(Fβ) [84] is used for this, which can be defined as in Equation
(17).

Table 4. Average precision (in %) for top number of images retrieved
in DB1 database.

Methods
Top number of images retrieved

2 4 6 8 10

HOG 64.46 60.48 54.2 43.4 35.9

HSV 69.93 65.85 53.79 48.79 42.01

LBP 78.64 78.9 70.87 64.7 57.35

LTrP 79.84 71.35 68.53 58.8 56.8

LOCTP 82.64 76.05 68.1 62.62 58

DCTP 84.9 77.89 67.55 62.21 58.7

Table 5. Average precision and average recall of database DB2.

Methods Average Precision Average Recall

HSV 69.93 42.01

HOG 64.46 35.9

LBP 78.64 57.35

LTrP 79.84 56.8

LOCTP 82.64 58

DCTP 84.06 58.7

Figure 7. Performance analysis of DB2 (a) Precision with the top
number of images retrieved and (b) Average Retrieval Rate for top
number of images retrieved.

Figure 8. Performance analysis for DB2 (a) Average Precision and
(b) Average Recall for DB2 database.�� = 1 + �2 ��������� . �������2���������+ ������ (17)

β defines weight, which should be given to the variables, recall
and precision. F-score should be a number between 0 and 1,
with 1 representing a perfect retrieval system that is completely
robust and completely discriminant (100% precision and 100%
recall). β=0.5 is used in this work, which gives twice as much
importance for precision as to recall. As elaborated by Lin
[85], the concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) is also an
appropriate index for measuring agreement. CCC gives the fit
between the precision and accuracy. From Table 7, it is evident
that F-score and CCC of DCTP also gives significant
improvement over other methods.

Table 6. Feature vector length and computation times for feature
extraction and query retrieval of DB1 and DB2 databases.

Method
s

Feature Vector
Length

Computation time (in seconds)

DB1 DB2

Feature
Extraction

Query
Retrieval

Feature
Extraction

Query
Retrieval

HOG 3249 224.88 102.1 93.84 12.33

HSV 32 215.71 20.57 423.2 12.2

LBP 59 25.61 176.43 132.3 14.4

LTrP 13 × 59 62.39 472.73 398.4 21.2

LOCTP 3 × 13 × 59 139.8 1239.15 1020.84 49.52

DCTP 3 × 59 27.88 211.3 201.20 16.36

Table 7. F-score and CCC for the database DB1 and DB2.

Method Measure LBP LTrP HSV HOG LOCTP DCTP

DB1
F-score 0.82 0.82 0.24 0.46 0.94 0.98

CCC 0.84 0.84 0.25 0.48 0.95 0.97

DB2
F-score 0.64 0.64 0.41 0.44 0.60 0.77

CCC 0.65 0.65 0.4 0.43 0.68 0.78

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method for effective feature
extraction. The key idea resides in the extraction of texture
features from the separate color spaces, which helps to get the
inter-relation between the color spaces. The superiority of our
approach comes from four aspects: i) the block-based
calculation yields the local orientation of pixels by extracting
the relation between the mid and neighbouring pixels, ii) since
there are three different interactions (in RGB plane, in GBR
plane and in BRG plane) for a single block, it helps to extract
the features in a better way, iii) the introduction of three
sequences of patterns for different rows add additional effect
on the uniqueness of feature vector and iv) the introduction of
buffer value maximizes the effect of extracted feature. The
experimental analysis on both DB1 and DB2 databases shows
significant improvement in results over the other previous
works. In terms of F-score and CCC, DCTP gives more
variation in result than that of LBP, LTrP, HSV, HOG and
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LOCTP in both DB1 and DB2 databases. Since this work
extracts the local features from inter-channel information with
less computational complexity, this feature fits for various
applications like multi-modal biometrics, tumour
identification, character recognition, Bigdata analysis etc.
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